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Wildlife Photographer of the Year 2015   

Descriptive Audio Tour | Transcript 

November 21, 2015 to March 20, 2016 

 

Welcome to the Wildlife Photographer of Year 2015 exhibition 

 

The Royal Ontario Museum and our official media partner, Canadian Geographic 

Magazine, would like to welcome you to our exhibition of Wildlife Photographer 

of the Year 2015! Run by the Natural History Museum in London, United Kingdom, 

and now in its fifty-first year, this internationally recognized annual photography 

competition draws entries from around the globe – from amateur and 

professional photographers alike. 

 

Featured in the exhibition this year are 100 awe-inspiring images, selected by an 

international panel of judges, from an astonishing 42, 445 entries. These breath-

taking images allow us glimpses into every corner of the natural world – from the 

skies to the depths of the oceans, from pole to pole, into the deepest forest and 

up the highest mountain. 
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The Wildlife Photographer of the Year competition is a celebration of the very 

best of nature photography, and one which the Royal Ontario Museum’s Centre 

for Biodiversity is proud to host. As a leading resource for understanding and 

conserving our natural world, we believe that understanding and conserving 

biodiversity and promoting sustainability are essential considerations for 21st 

Century society. A single image can have a great power to inspire change. 

 

The ROM and Canadian Geographic Magazine share the sentiment of Lewis 

Blackwell, chair of the competition’s jury committee, who said “We hope you will 

be inspired, entertained, and perhaps have your thoughts provoked by this year’s 

winning selection.” 

 

The competition is divided into six sections, each of which features two or more 

competition categories of photos. Every photograph is mounted on the wall, 

measures one metre square, and is lit from behind such that they appear to glow, 

enhancing the vibrance of many the scenes depicted. The first zone we will enter, 

just ahead, beginning on the wall to your right, will be “Earth’s Diversity”. 

 
 
Earth’s Diversity 
 

This section portrays the diversity of Earth’s flora and fauna. Close up or from 

afar, each portrait tells a story about the fragility of a habitat, the striking features 

or fascinating behaviour of a species.  
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Five competition categories are featured here: Mammals, Birds, Reptiles and 

Amphibians, Invertebrates and Plants. We will visit three of these categories, two 

within this first section of the exhibition, and the third at the very end of the 

exhibition, where we’ll see the overall winning photograph of the competition. 

The first we’ll visit will be in the “Invertebrates category”; proceeding ahead, we 

shall go left around the corner and walk straight past some seating to the back 

wall of the next small room. 

 
 
2) Invertebrates – Finalist: “Waiting for the Sun”  

 

Second from the left in this category, we find a photo titled Waiting for the Sun, 

taken by Dutch photographer Edwin Giesbers along the River Leijgraaf, in 

Nijmegen, the Netherlands. In the photo’s lower left quadrant we see, in sharp 

focus, a male banded demoiselle (a species of damselfly) delicately perched upon 

a bright green curving grass stem, against a soft white background. Seen in 

profile, facing towards the right-hand side of the frame, the insect is brightly 

coloured; its small head, round thorax, and long, thin abdomen shimmer with 

hues of brilliant metallic green and turquoise. Poised on its six thin legs, its veined 

wings raised high above its body; it looks almost ready to take flight. The eye is 

strongly drawn to the prominent and large dark brown spot occupying most of 

the centre of its otherwise transparent wings – a feature which distinguishes it 

from the females of its species, whose wings are clear. While the male is in sharp 

focus in the foreground, two females are similarly perched on an arching grass 

stem, facing each other, just above the male; one near the centre of the 
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photograph, the other to its left. The colours of their body, however, are difficult 

to make out, their forms being slightly blurred and out-of-focus as they are 

further back in the middle ground of the photo. A third female can be seen, 

though even less distinctly, in the upper right hand quadrant of the photo, again 

on a curving grass stem, and facing towards the right hand side of the frame. As 

the eye moves from the male in sharp focus in the foreground, to the less distinct 

pair of females above, to the even more indistinct female in the upper right, the 

impression is one of a great distance separating these insects as they wait to take 

flight. 

 

Still drowsy from sleep, these banded demoiselles wait for the Sun to heat their 

bodies up so their aerial mating dance can begin. Edwin spent many mornings at 

the same spot on the banks of his hometown river, watching them wake.  

 

Male banded demoiselles are highly territorial, defending sites where females, 

such as the three in the background, will come to lay their eggs. If a male 

successfully mates, it will guard the female until it has finished laying. These eggs 

eventually hatch as aquatic larvae, which live for two years as underwater 

predators, before emerging as flying adults. 

 

Banded demoiselles are one of over 2 900 known species of damselflies, which 

along with the closely related dragonflies, are classified in the Order of insects 

know as the Odanata. This group of charismatic aerial foragers has a special place 
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in the heart of entomologists at the Royal Ontario Museum, for it houses the 

finest collection of this group of insects in North America. Edmund Murton 

Walker, who was the ROM’s first curator of Entomology and who founded the 

Museum’s invertebrate collection when it first opened in 1914, literally wrote the 

book on the Odanata in Canada. Three volumes, actually; Walker’s Odanata of 

Canada and Alaska is considered the definitive textbook on the topic, and 

continues to be required reading for entomologists studying damselflies and 

dragonflies in Canada to this day. 

 

Next on our tour, we will proceed to the Reptiles and Amphibians category, which 

are located on the wall next to you on your right-hand side. 

 

3) Reptiles & Amphibians – Winner: “Still Life” (Photo 28) 

 

Furthest to the right we will find the winner in the Reptiles & Amphibians 

category, titled Still Life. Taken in Gelderland, in the Netherlands, this photograph 

is the work of the same photographer whose photo of damselflies we just viewed; 

Dutch photographer Edwin Giesbers. Centred in the frame, we see the sharp black 

silhouette of a crested newt, which is viewed from below, set against a backdrop 

of dark, leafless trees reaching up and away from the viewer towards a cool grey 

sky. The newt’s head is just low and to the right of the exact centre of the 

photograph, facing towards the bottom of the frame; its body stretches up 

towards the top of the image. Elongate and generally lizard-like in its shape, the 

newt’s body has a slight S-shaped curvature as our eye moves from the head back 
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to the curling tip of its tail, and its limbs jut more or less straight out from its 

body, with its fingers and toes spread wide. Backlit by the grey sky above, the 

underside of the newt appears completely black; its silhouette almost giving the 

impression of a newt-shaped hole along the upper portion of the vertical midline 

of the photograph. The trees of the surrounding forest extend towards the sky 

above, their trunks originating from all around the edges of the frame and 

receding away from the viewer. Their dark silhouetted forms extend their leafless 

branches towards the centre of the image, almost as though attempting to reach 

out and touch the floating form of the newt.  

 

Suspended near the surface, this crested newt pauses to rest in the cold waters of 

early spring. Sitting in the stream wearing a wetsuit, Edwin gently moved his 

submerged camera until it was directly under the newt, turning the amphibian 

into a floating silhouette among trees.  

 

Crested newts, alongside other salamander species in the Netherlands, face a 

grave threat. A skin fungus, related to fungus that has killed frogs and toads 

worldwide, has decimated fire salamander populations in the area – killing 96% of 

their population in the Netherlands between 2010 and 2013. The pathogenic 

fungus, which researchers have named Batrachochytrium salamandrivorans, is 

thought to have likely been introduced to Europe from East Asia via international 

trade in amphibians as pets and research subjects. Scientists in Europe are bracing 

themselves for a collapse of salamander numbers, unless the spread can be 
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stopped. Researchers in North America are making every attempt to prevent a 

similar outbreak here.  

 

North America is a hotspot for salamander biodiversity, and experimental 

evidence demonstrates that at least some North American salamander and newt 

species are susceptible to this lethal infection. Salamanders play crucial ecological 

roles, particularly in and around freshwater habitats, and researchers on both 

sides of the border are petitioning to increase monitoring and safety procedures 

to better prevent the disease’s importation, as well as to have emergency action 

plans ready in the event of an outbreak. 

 

Turn to your right to proceed out of this room, then step around the corner on 

your left to the next section of the exhibition, titled “Earth’s Environments”. 

 

Earth’s Environments 

 

In “Earth’s Environments”, photographers explore some of the most desolate 

places on Earth, such as deserts of sand or expanses of ice. They have ventured to 

faraway places as well as those closer to home.  

 

Four competition categories are featured here: “Under Water”, “Land”, “From the 

Sky” and “Urban”. We will visit two of these four. If you step immediately to your 

right and turn around to face the outer wall you will find; “From the Sky”. 
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4) From the Sky – Winner: “The art of algae”  

 

The right hand-most photograph of the five photos along this wall, and winner in 

the “From the Sky” category, is a photograph titled The art of algae, taken by 

Spanish photographer Pere Soler, in Bahía de Cádiz Natural Park, Andalucia, 

Spain. Bright stripes of colour, in myriad shades of green, yellow, orange, brown 

and white, streak across the image, running generally along a diagonal course 

from the upper left down towards the lower right-hand side of the frame. An 

aerial view, looking down on a marshland from high above, we notice a deeper, 

dark green channel which imperfectly bisects the photo diagonally into unequal 

halves, one in the upper right-hand corner of the frame, the other to lower left. 

On the left side, we see an assortment of bright, light green blobs of various 

shapes and sizes separated by wide, deep, darker green and brownish channels. 

On the upper right, the blob-like like shapes are orange, and the greenish 

channels that separate them are quite narrow in comparison. Regardless of 

colour, these shapes are all rimmed with marshland vegetation, which from this 

altitude has the appearance of a rust-like corrosion, a rough, crystalline crust 

building up around the edges of the blobs and separating them from the various 

channels. And here and there, above the darker features of the landscape, the 

tiny outline of white birds can be discerned; wings outstretched as they soar 

above the marsh in search of food. 

 

This park is famous for attracting huge flocks of migrating birds, stopping over to 

refuel twice a year as they journey between Europe and Africa. Humans have 
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come here for millennia, including the Romans who came to extract salt for 

preserving fish and for making garum, a fermented fish sauce which was one of 

their favourite condiments. Pere, meanwhile, was there for the birds, but also for 

another spring phenomenon, only fully visible from the air. In late spring, parts of 

the marshes burst with intense colour, creating a rich tapestry of textures and 

patterns.  

 

Bahía de Cádiz Natural Park encompasses over 10 000 hectares of sandy beaches, 

marshes, salt pans, freshwater lakes and tidal inlets. It is this combination of 

habitats, and the wealth of biodiversity they support, that create this vibrant 

display. As the temperature warms and the salinity changes, the wetlands mix 

with a multi-coloured bloom of myriad microscopic algae. White salt deposits, 

brown and orange sediments coloured by sulphate-loving bacteria and iron oxide 

add to the riot. A kaleidoscopic array of colours reflecting diverse animal, 

vegetable and mineral sources, the full display usually lasts only a few weeks in 

May or June. 

 

Making a quarter turn to our left, keeping the “From the Sky” category on our 

right, we will walk ahead and straight into the “Urban” category. Turning left as 

we reach the wall, we will find the next photograph on our tour ahead and on the 

left-hand side of the hall. You will find two images here, and we will examine the 

one on the left. 
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5) Urban – Finalist: “The blizzard of birth and death”  
 

Titled The blizzard of birth and death, this photograph was taken above the River 

Ebro, in Tudela, Navarra, Spain, by Spanish photographer José Antonio Martínez. 

In the lower right hand quadrant of the photograph a car is driving towards us 

along a bridge, its headlights casting a wide pool of light on the road surface in 

front of it. This photo was taken at night, and though the sky is dark, the scene is 

reasonably well lit by the row of street lamps lining the edge of the bridge, 

receding into the distance as we look from the left hand side of the frame 

towards the right. The entirety of the photograph is obscured, however, by a 

flurry of…something. The air is densely packed with yellowish-looking particles, 

and they blanket the bridge’s road surface. But this is not snow, nor ash – these 

are insects, mayflies, and they number in the millions. The air is alive with the 

thrum of millions of wings, and you can almost feel your skin itch as you imagine 

being in the midst of the swarm. 

 

The swarm of mayflies was so thick that at times José Antonio couldn’t see – 

insects pervading his clothes, mouth and ears. Each year he stakes out this bridge 

over the River Ebro to await this mating frenzy. ‘It feels,’ he says, ‘as though you 

are in a gale, brushed by millions of silken wings’.  

 

Swarms of mayflies so thick that you think twice before opening your mouth are a 

familiar phenomenon to many Ontarians. Locally known as “shadflies” or 
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“fishflies”, mayflies are renowned for swarming in the spring. About 99% of their 

lives are spent as aquatic nymphs; eating algae or preying on even smaller 

invertebrates. Clumsy fliers as sexually mature adults, they take a “safety-in-

numbers” approach to avoiding predators by synchronizing their emergence and 

mate in the air by the millions. These swarms can be so large and dense, that they 

can even appear on weather radar! 

 

These swarms are short-lived, though. Mayflies belong to an Order of insects 

known as the Ephemoptera: meaning “short-lived wing”. It is an apt and almost 

poetic name – adult mayflies only live for a few days at most, some die within 

hours. They lack functional mouthparts – unable to eat, the adult’s whole purpose 

is to mate. And so the breath-taking spectacle observed by José Antonio belies a 

tragedy. Drawn away from the river by the artificial lights, the mayflies make a 

tragic mistake. Just as natural light is polarised by the river’s water, the smooth, 

dark asphalt of the road polarises the light reflected from the streetlamps, 

causing the female mayflies to deposit their eggs in vain on its surface.  

 

We’re now ready to move on to the “Earth’s Design” section of the exhibition. 

Make a quarter turn to the right away from the current photo and proceed 

several steps ahead. Turn to your right and walk until you reach a door angled 

away from you. Do not exit the door, but make a quarter turn to your left, 

towards the “Earth’s Design” section of the exhibit. Walk straight ahead, past the 

seating on your left, to the far wall where the “Details” category winner is 

displayed. 
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Earth’s Design 
 

Nature’s shapes, colours and patterns are a constant source of inspiration for 

photographers. This section explores nature’s aesthetic – from intriguing flamingo 

doodles to delicate ice crystals.  

 

Four competition categories are featured here: Details, Impressions, Black and 

White and the TimeLapse Award. The first of the two we’ll be visiting on this tour 

will be the “Details” category.  

 

6) Details – Winner: “The meltwater forest”  

 

The right hand-most photograph on display here is the winner of the “Details” 

category; taken by Spanish photographer Fran Rubia at the Vatnajökull Glacier, in 

Iceland, and it is titled The meltwater forest. Alternating bands of mud divide the 

photograph roughly into horizontal thirds, with bands of dark brown mud roughly 

marking the boundaries between the thirds of lighter coloured, yellowish mud. 

Out of the dark bands we can see diverse bifurcating forms reaching up and into 

the yellow mud above like so many leafless trees. Closer inspection reveals, 

however, that these “trees”, with their trunks, branches and twigs are in fact 

incisions carved into the face of the yellowish mud by flowing water. Below the 

bases of many of these dark brown, tree-shaped forms, (particularly those found 

in the upper dark brown band, on the left-hand side of the frame) we can see 
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large, wedge- and cone-shaped fans of fine sediment. These alluvial fans reveal 

the topography – they are formed by sediment which builds up at the base of the 

“trunks”, which are in fact gullies carving down through an elevated cliff face to 

the yellowish plane below. 

 

There is magic in mud. As Fran watched the glacier’s meltwater filtering through a 

patch of it, trunks, branches and twigs slowly formed until an entire forest 

appeared. He waited for the right light so the ‘trees’ would appear to magically 

stand up, as if out of a child’s pop-up picture book.  

 

Trees are a rare sight in Iceland’s landscape. The Vikings in the ninth century 

deforested much of it, creating the country’s barren wilderness. Today, a rise in 

temperature linked to climate change has contributed to the arrival of new tree 

species in the southern parts of the country. 

 

Where vegetation occurs today, the main cover is grasses and shrubs; a stark 

contrast to what the Vikings saw when they first arrived in the 9th Century. At 

that time, approximately a third of Iceland’s land area was covered in mature 

birch forests. But within a few centuries, the Viking settlers had logged or burned 

most of the forests and as a result the thin volcanic soil eroded away, leaving 

previously bountiful lands barren. 
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In the last 25 years, Icelanders have planted over 100 million tree seedlings in an 

effort to reap the benefits of a more robust forestry industry, while 

simultaneously trying to slow rampant soil erosion, increase soil productivity, and 

promote biodiversity. Today, native tree species, as well as hardy, fast growing 

exotic species from around the northern hemisphere, are benefitting from a rise 

in temperature linked to global climate change. How the people of Iceland will 

manage forests of introduced tree species while conserving those species native 

to the island, in a warming climate, is an ongoing discussion. 

 

To reach the next photograph on our tour, we will now make a quarter turn to 

our left, and proceed ahead a few paces. Take the first left after a dividing wall, 

and then immediately turn left again to face the left-hand most photo in the 

“Impressions” category.  

 

 

7) Impressions – Winner: “Life comes to art”  

 

This next photograph is the winner in the “Impressions” category, and is titled Life 

comes to art, taken by Spanish photographer Juan Tapia, in Roquetas de Mar, 

Almeria, Spain. The photograph is of an oil painting of an old, European city – our 

point of view looking into the painting is a ground level view down a narrow 

alleyway with old Spanish buildings on either side. Heavy brush and knife strokes 

are clearly visible where the artist has depicted the stucco on the walls of the 
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buildings facing onto the narrow alley, and narrow windows in the wall reveal that 

the buildings are three, sometimes four storeys tall. In some places, these 

windows are in fact doors, opening occasionally onto small balconies, with 

brightly coloured laundry hanging over the railing to dry. The eye is strongly 

drawn, however, to the upper half of the photograph, where in the midst of the 

painted blue sky dotted with soft, white clouds a rough and jagged hole is torn 

through the canvas, revealing the bright blue of the real sky beyond. It is through 

this gash that a barn swallow is swooping in. Cobalt blue above and buffy white 

below, with a rusty red forehead and throat, the small bird is facing directly 

towards the camera and into the eyes of the viewer. Its left wing is raised above 

its head, its flight feathers fanned out, while the right wing is lowered, giving the 

impression that the bird is banking right as it passes through; a slight motion blur 

on the raised left wing suggests that the speed at which the action is taking place 

is considerable.  

 

Every summer, barn swallows return to nest in an old storehouse on Juan’s farm. 

So he hung a ripped oil painting before a shattered window through which he 

knew the birds entered. Eight hours later, using remote control, he caught this 

moment, as though the bird had punched in from another world. 

 

Barn swallows are the most abundant and widely distributed species of swallow in 

the world. They summer and breed throughout most of the Northern 

Hemisphere, and their wintering grounds cover much of the Southern 

Hemisphere. They used to nest in caves but now, as their name suggests, barn 
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swallows prefer to nest inside human structures, such as barns, bridges and 

culverts. Their close association with humans make them one of the most 

recognizable songbirds around the world.  Returning to the same spot each year, 

they repair the nesting cups they build one mouthful at a time from mud and clay. 

This swallow had most likely spent its winter in South Africa before migrating back 

to Europe to breed. 

 

Though found worldwide, barn swallows are in serious decline in some areas. In 

Ontario, where their population has decreased by more than 60% since the 

1960s, they have just recently been listed as a “species at risk”. But the causes of 

this population decline are not well understood, and organizations such as Bird 

Studies Canada are working hand-in-hand with the general public through “citizen 

science” projects in an effort to learn more. 

 

Moving on to the next photograph on our tour, we now need to turn 180 degrees, 

to face the small wall in the middle of this room. Walking around the right side of 

the small wall, turn left, and you’ll see two photos hung on its far side, to your 

left. Our next stop will be the right hand photo of this pair. 
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First Shoots 

 

In this section young photographers are celebrated. All are aged 17 or under. 

Armed with their cameras, they have braved extreme cold, scorching heat and the 

occasional soldier ant bite to capture the perfect shot.  

 

Three competition categories are featured here: 10 Years and Under, 11–14 Years 

Old and 15–17 Years Old. 

 

8) 10 Years and Under – Finalist: “Goose attack”  

 

This youth photo submission by Canadian Josiah Launstein, titled Goose attack, 

was captured on Burnaby Lake, in Burnaby, British Columbia, earning him a spot 

as a finalist in the “10 years and Under” category. The photo is divided in half, top 

and bottom, by the weedy edge of the low, muddy lakeshore. Above this midline, 

the lakeside vegetation recedes into the distance; below it is the reflective surface 

of the still water of the lake. At the centre of the photograph, however, things are 

far from still: here we find a pair of Canada geese, each just to either side of the 

centre-point of the frame, poised for conflict. The goose to the viewer’s right 

appears to be hunched down somewhat; facing towards the camera and the 

viewer, its wings are extended forwards and inwards. A rising torrent of water 

splashing up and obscuring this goose’s legs reveals that this is a goose in furious 

motion. And certainly no less so than the goose to the viewer’s left. This second 
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goose is moving at a run, kicking up water and spraying mud with its broad, 

webbed feet. Its impressively large wings are outstretched, and its head is 

reaching forward on the end of its long neck, beak open, honking and/or hissing 

loudly at its rival. The mirror-like surface of the placid lake reflects the action 

above, soon to be disturbed as the ripples caused by the confrontation spread 

outwards. 

 

Josiah noticed this aggressive Canada goose one cold February morning on the 

outskirts of a lake. Calling loudly, it rushed at any other bird that swam by. 

Climbing down from the pier to goose level, Josiah captured the drama as the 

goose exploded from the shallows. ‘I love how you can see the water and mud 

flying,’ he says.  

 

Although somewhat early for breeding season, this individual seemed to have 

already staked out its territory. If the intruding goose hadn’t beaten a hasty 

retreat, a fight could well have ensued. Territorial scuffles can be serious, as geese 

will grab each other by the breast or throat, while hitting out with their powerful 

wings. 

 

The Canada goose is one of the most recognizable “backyard birds” in Canada. 

Large, vocal, and occasionally aggressive – they are ubiquitous in most Canadian 

cities…and the bane of many a picnicker. Remarkably, though, this was not always 

the case. Throughout much of southern Canada, including British Columbia and 
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Ontario, Canada geese were common spring and summer migrants, but breeding 

took place further north. In the 1960s and 1970s an introduction program began 

in the south, mainly for hunting, and the birds have never looked back. Having 

settled into city life, where hunting is discouraged, urban populations of Canada 

geese now number in the hundreds of thousands. 

 

Moving on now to the “11-14 Years old” category, we will turn to our right and 

step out of this small corner. Directly ahead of you is the “15 to 17 Years Old” 

category, but in making a quarter turn to your left (and heading to the far wall 

you will find the “11-14 Years Old” category which consists of five submissions – 

the photograph we will examine that which is 3rd from the right (and 2nd from the 

left).  

 
 
9) 11-14 Years Old – Finalist: “The stare of a goshawk”  

 

This photograph is titled The stare of a goshawk, and was captured by Liina 

Heikkinen near Kouvola in her home country of Finland. The titular bird fills most 

of the right hand side of the frame, the intense gaze of its bright orange eyes 

seems almost to be looking at something just over your shoulder. Facing towards 

the viewer, the goshawk is crouching low over a dead squirrel, its body fairly 

round in appearance, as though its feathers are puffed up against the cold. The 

hawk is slaty grey above, with a pale breast covered in dense, dark horizontal 

bars, and the characteristic frosty white eyebrows lend further intensity to its 

stare. The tip of its strongly curved beak is black, while the base, around the 
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nostrils is bright yellow; the same shade of yellow as we can see on its strongly 

taloned feet. Though surrounded by a snowy landscape, the goshawk appears to 

be standing on its prey. While the reddish hind feet and bushy tail of a squirrel 

clearly stick out to the viewer’s left of the hawk’s right leg, the parts of the 

squirrel directly beneath the hawk are far more visceral in appearance; the snow 

around it is clearly marked with spatters of blood and tissue. 

 

Liina and her father arrived at the forest hide before sunrise, laying a red squirrel 

road-kill nearby as bait. At dawn, an adult male goshawk landed at the carcass to 

feed. As it pulled off strips of flesh it paused, lifting its head to stare straight into 

the hide. ‘An unforgettable moment in an unforgettable day,’ says Liina. 

 

Known as the phantom of the forest, goshawks hunt by ambush amid the foliage, 

swift and silent. They prefer mature woods, and their short wings are ideally 

adapted for weaving through the trees, while their large tails provide extra lift as 

they manoeuvre through small gaps in pursuit of prey. Goshawks do not 

commonly scavenge but usually actively hunt their prey items. Prey may include; 

squirrels and rabbits and larger birds like grouse, jays and woodpeckers. 

Historically, the now extinct passenger pigeon may once have been one of their 

main food resources and with the cutting of the eastern forests at the turn of the 

20th century their number declined considerably. A large and aggressive hawk, 

goshawks are still considered a favourite among falconers. 

 

To find the next photograph on our tour, we will now make a quarter turn to our 
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right and head into the next section of the exhibition. As we pass into this new 

section, and turn to our right, our next image is hung on the wall to the right. The 

photo we’ll examine here is in the centre of the five hung on this wall, (the third 

in from either side). 

 

 
Documentary Awards 

 

This section strives to explore the complex relationship between humans and the 

natural world. This year’s photographers set out to illustrate topical issues such as 

poaching and trafficking, overfishing or animals in captivity. 

 

Two competition categories are featured here: the Wildlife Photojournalist 

Award: Story and the Wildlife Photojournalist Award: Single Image. We will 

examine a photo from the latter category. 

 

10) Wildlife Photojournalist Award: Single Image – Finalist: “The shark surfer”  

 

This photograph, titled The shark surfer, was a finalist in the Wildlife 

Photojournalist Award: Single Image category and was taken by German & South 

African photographer Thomas Peschak on the Aliwal Shoal, Durban, South Africa. 

The photo is taken underwater, looking up towards a surfer and a shark 

swimming side-by-side directly above. The two shapes, silhouetted darkly against 
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the bright blue background of the sea and the sky above, fill a large proportion of 

the centre of the image. The surfer being the top silhouette, nearer the top of the 

frame, and the shark below, both are swimming towards the viewer’s left. Viewed 

from the underside, of the surfer we can make out the distinctive shape of their 

surfboard – with the front tip pointed towards the left hand side of the frame, 

with the surfer’s arms paddling along either side of the board and their legs 

trailing behind. The shark, meanwhile, is swimming along a parallel course, its 

pointed snout directed towards the left hand side of the frame. Its stiff, wing-like 

pectoral fins extend straight out from its body, about a third of the way along its 

length; and its asymmetrically-forked tail, in which the upper lobe is twice or 

more the length of the lower, is gently curved as it propels itself effortlessly 

through the water. 

 

The curious blacktip shark sidles right up to the paddling surfer. This popular dive 

site is the perfect place to test a prototype surfboard with an electromagnetic 

shark deterrent. ‘I wanted to illustrate a non-lethal approach to mitigating the 

shark-surfer conflict,’ explains Thomas, who used the complementary forms to 

suggest peaceful coexistence. 

 

Jelly-filled pores on a shark’s snout, called ampullae of Lorenzini, are sensitive to 

electromagnetic fields, enabling them to detect even the minute changes in 

voltage accompanying the muscle contractions of prey preparing to flee. The hi-

tech board being tested here attempts to exploit this sensitive trait by creating an 

electromagnetic field that repels the shark, causing it to flee to a safer distance. A 
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variety of electromagnetic field generating products that can be worn on a diver 

or surfer’s person are already on the market, though critics abound and state that 

the effectiveness of such deterrents requires further testing. If effective, however, 

such technology could have even broader applications and lead to further 

protection of humans and sharks both. Testing has already begun on longline 

fishing gear with permanent magnets affixed near the hook in hopes that it can 

decrease the likelihood of sharks being caught unintentionally. Likewise, 

experiments have begun to test whether underwater fences lined with strong, 

permanent magnets could selectively repel sharks, potentially protecting human 

recreational areas as well as breeding areas for endangered marine mammals. 

 

We will next move on to look at the winners of the Portfolio Awards, which are 

hung next to one another just ahead. Making a quarter turn to our left, and 

keeping the outer wall of this section on our right, we will proceed to turn left at 

the corner. We will pass the Wildlife Photojournalist Award: Story first, and move 

on to the Portfolio Awards just beyond. 

 
 
Portfolio Awards 

 

This section focuses on the visions of two photographers in depth, showcasing an 

ensemble of their work. Audun Rikardsen shares his fascination for the Norwegian 

Arctic coast while Connor Stefanison takes us to the wild spaces of British 

Columbia in Canada.  
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Two competition categories are featured here: the Rising Star Portfolio Award for 

photographers aged 18 to 25, and the Wildlife Photographer of the Year Portfolio 

Award for those aged 26 and over. 

 

11) The Rising Star Portfolio Award – Winner: “A black bear looks in” and others  

 

Let’s begin with the winning submission for the Rising Star Portfolio Award, which 

is the right hand portfolio on display. This set of six photographs was submitted 

by Canadian photographer Connor Stefanison, from British Columbia. The largest 

of the photos on display is a stunning image of black bear, looking as though it is 

coming right up to give the viewer a smell. Titled A black bear looks in, the upper 

half of the centre third of the photo is dominated by the bear’s face and 

forepaws. At the top and centre of the photograph, the bear’s soft brown eyes 

look directly into the camera; its nose shining with moisture at the tip of its 

brown-ish, downwards-pointed snout. Just to either side of the bear’s head we 

can see its brown, coarsely-furred forelimbs extending down to its broad paws. 

The bear is standing on large branches which criss-cross across the lower half of 

the image. These are covered in thick, soft green mosses, and in the lower left 

hand corner of the frame and along the left hand edge of the frame a number of 

feather-like, bright green fern fronds extend up from beneath the branches. The 

bear’s posture, with its left forefoot extended slightly closer to the viewer than 

the right, gives the impression that the bear is moving like a soft black shadow 

through the cool, moist greenery of the forest floor. 
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When Connor spotted bear droppings on the track leading to his camera trap, his 

heart fell. He was worried it had damaged the equipment he had set up to 

photograph spotted skunks. Relief at finding his gear intact turned to delight 

when he realised not only was there an image of a black bear glossy with health, 

but it was also looking right into the camera. 

 

All but one of Connor’s portfolio images this year were taken in his home province 

of British Columbia on the west coast of Canada, most with a wide-angle lens, 

placing the subject within its wider environment. Connor loves wild places, and 

revealing through photography intimate moments or new perspectives on natural 

events. This collection of his photographs demonstrates the remarkable diversity 

of living things that can be found, virtually in the backyard, of Canadians across 

the country. It is this remarkable “backyard biodiversity” which inspires 

organizations like the Royal Ontario Museum to partner with environmental- and 

conservation-minded organizations across the province to organize the Ontario 

Bioblitz Program.  

 

A bioblitz is an intensive field study where professional and amateur naturalists 

alike combine forces and volunteer their time to attempt to inventory all the 

living species within a specific area within a set time period (often 24 hours). They 

are designed to gather valuable data, encourage public participation and expand 

interest in biodiversity. Since its inception in 2012, there are now more than a 

dozen annual bioblitzes which take place under the banner of the Ontario Bioblitz 

Program; a program which is also working with national partners to launch a 
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nation-wide bioblitz program in 2017 in celebration of Canada’s 150th birthday. 

Look into a bioblitz happening near you, and work hand-in-hand with scientists to 

catalogue Canada’s amazing biodiversity! 

 

Next we’ll have a look at the Wildlife Photographer of the Year Portfolio Award 

Winner, which is immediately to the left of the Rising Star Portfolio. 

 
 
12) Wildlife Photographer of the Year Portfolio Award – Winner: “By the light of 

the moon” and others (as marked on exhibit plan, next to Rising Star) 

 

This set of six photographs was submitted by Norwegian photographer Audun 

Rikardsen, and the largest of his submitted photos on display here is one titled By 

the light of the moon. The image is of a chilly evening view across a placid lake in 

winter; snow-covered mountains and trees in the background, wisps of moonlit 

cloud moving across a starry sky. The lower half of the photograph is dominated 

by the perfectly still, mirror-surface of the lake. Beneath the surface, in the centre 

of the lower half of the photo, we see large fish illuminated – the upper and left 

sides of its body visible, its head points to down towards the lower left hand 

corner of the frame, its body extending away diagonally up and to the right. Its 

body is brownish in color, mottled with dark spots along its whole length, turning 

to arcing stripes on its tail fin. The upper half of the photo, above the level of the 

lake’s shore, reveals snow and frost covered trees along growing out from the 

banks in the upper right hand corner of the frame. In the upper left hand corner 
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of the frame, jagged, snow-covered mountain peaks reach up into the night sky in 

the distance. The trees to the right, and the mountains to the left, frame an 

inverted triangle of night sky, bright stars shining out from behind the cottony, 

moonlit clouds. The cold, wintery night’s scenery in the background makes it easy 

to imagine that the fish and lake are frozen in place. 

 

Audun knew exactly when in autumn the brown trout congregate to spawn in this 

Arctic river. Struggling with the ice forming on his equipment and his skin, he used 

flashes beneath the surface and his camera positioned just above to capture this 

fish hanging in shallow water, bathed in moonlight and the northern lights. 

 

Raised in a fishing community in northern Norway, Audun has always been 

interested in the Arctic coast’s wildlife, both above and below water. He started 

taking photographs in 2009, concentrating on the region of Tromsø, where he 

now lives. Now a professor of biology at the University of Tromsø, he brings his 

fieldwork experience to his photography. For Audun, photography is about 

recording great moments and showing others the fascination of the natural 

world, in the hope it will inspire them to care of its conservation. 

 

This hope is one which the Royal Ontario Museum most certainly shares, as it 

endeavours to be a leading resource for understanding and conserving our 

natural world. Marine life in both the Arctic Ocean and the Northern Atlantic 

Ocean are at risk from an assortment of human-induced pressures, not the least 
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of which is global climate change. It is in an attempt to foster better 

understanding and awareness of the plight of marine life in the North Atlantic 

that the ROM has undertaken one of its “largest” projects: the recovery, 

preparation and display of a complete blue whale specimen. 

 

In the spring of 2014, the ROM sent a small team to the west coast of 

Newfoundland to recover the carcass of a blue whale which had washed ashore 

after having died in the Gulf of St. Lawrence ice pack. Listed as an Endangered 

Species under Schedule 1 of the Canadian Species at Risk Act, the death of this 

individual is truly tragic. In the hopes that this death not be in vain, the Museum is 

using DNA extracted from tissue samples brought back to Toronto to sequence 

the complete genome of the blue whale, which will provide valuable insight into 

how we might conserve this species in Canadian waters and around the world. 

Likewise, the ROM plans to put the complete skeleton and the heart of this whale 

on display in 2017 – encouraging our visitors to marvel at the world’s largest 

animal, and to be inspired to do what they can to help keep them from 

disappearing forever. 

 

To conclude the tour, let’s proceed to the overall winning photographs; make a 

quarter turn to your left, away from the Portfolio awards.  The overall 

competition winning photographs are hung side-by-side, blown up to a metre and 

a half square on the wall in front of you. 
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CONCLUSION  

 

We have come to the end of the Wildlife Photographer of the Year 2015 

exhibition, and we can now see the overall winners on full display.  This final 

section of the exhibition celebrates the work of this year’s two grand title 

winners: on the right we see a photograph titled Ruffs on display, submitted by 

Ondrej Pelánek, winner of the “11-14 Years Old” category and winner of the 

grand title of Young Wildlife Photographer of the Year 2015. On the left is A tale 

of two foxes; submitted by Don Gutoski, this photo won both the “Mammals” 

category, as well as the grand title of Wildlife Photographer of the Year 2015. The 

Wildlife Photographer of the Year award includes a trophy along with a prize of 

£10,000, while the Young Wildlife Photographer of the Year award includes a 

trophy as well as a £1,000 prize. Let’s now examine the this year’s overall winner, 

on the left, in more detail. 

 

1) Mammals and Overall Winner: “A tale of two foxes” (at overall winners) 

 

Winner of the “Mammals” category as well as the overall winner for 2015, A tale 

of two foxes was shot by Canadian photographer Don Gutoski in Wapusk National 

Park, Cape Churchill in Manitoba, Canada. The viewer’s eye is drawn to the very 

centre of the photograph, where the drama of the photo is unfolding: a red fox, 

with its head tucked down, the bloody carcass of an Arctic fox held in its jaws. The 

scene takes place against a white-grey background (that’s devoid of any texture) – 
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the colour of a cold winter’s day. The right-side of the red fox is visible; seen in 

profile, it is facing towards the right-hand side of the frame, while filling most of 

the lower two-thirds of the left-hand side of the frame. The red fox is half-sitting; 

its bushy tail lightly dusted with snow and curling around the outside of its right 

hind leg. The fur along its neck and shoulders is visibly being blown forwards, its 

head tucked against its white furry chest and its eyes closed tight against the cold 

winter wind. In its jaws is the Arctic fox; clutched at the shoulders, the head of the 

Arctic fox lolls to the right, while the rest of the carcass is pressed against its 

predator’s chest, the smaller fox’s bushy white tail being straddled by the red’s 

forepaws. The red and pink stains around its neck, shoulders and abdomen 

contrast so strongly with the deceased’s snow white fur, and the frozen white 

background, they seem to almost glow. 

 

Though he works as an emergency ward doctor, Don spends all of his spare time 

photographing wildlife, in particular animal behaviour, both in wilderness regions 

of Canada and overseas. From a distance, Don could see that the red fox was 

chasing something across the snow. As he got closer, he realised the prey, now 

dead, was an Arctic fox. For three hours in temperatures of -30 degrees 

Centigrade Don stayed at the scene, until the red fox, finally sated, picked up the 

eviscerated carcass and dragged it away to store for later. 

 

In the Canadian tundra, climate change is extending the range of red foxes 

northwards, where they increasingly cross paths with their smaller relatives, the 

Arctic fox. For Arctic foxes, red foxes represent a major competitor – both hunt 
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small animals such as lemmings – but may also become a major predator. Few 

actual kills by red foxes have been witnessed so far, but it is likely that such 

conflicts between species will become more common as southerly species extend 

their ranges into a warming Arctic. 

 

Since its launch in 1965, the Wildlife Photographer of the Year competition has 

remained a champion of authentic photography and faithful representations of 

the natural world, free from excessive amendment, with honesty in all captioning 

and total regard for the welfare of the animals and their environment. 

 

Each year every entry is evaluated against these requirements by a single jury, 

ensuring fairness and consistency of approach. Apart from basic caption 

information, all images are judged anonymously. During the selection process the 

original in-camera files are scrutinized to ensure compliance with strict rules. 

 

While both of these final two photographs were deemed the most striking and 

memorable of all the entries (submitted by adults and by youth, respectively) by 

the competition’s international panel of professional photographers, there is no 

doubt that all 100 photos are truly remarkable, and represent the finest wildlife 

photography in the world. They delight, surprise, inspire and challenge us. 

Authentic, faithful representations of the natural world, they reveal the wonder 

and splendour of living things and their environments, as well as the necessity to 

conserve them for future generations. 
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Thank you for joining us today at the Royal Ontario Museum for the Wildlife 

Photographer of the Year 2015 exhibition. And don’t forget – the 2016 Wildlife 

Photographer of the Year competition will be accepting submissions online from 

January 4th to February 25th, 2016. You too can help to ensure that biodiversity 

and sustainability remain in sharp focus by submitting imaginative, innovative and 

technically courageous images that capture both the beauty and fragility of the 

natural world. To enter the fifty-second Wildlife Photographer of the Year 

Competition, visit www.wildlifephotographeroftheyear.com. 

http://www.wildlifephotographeroftheyear.com/

